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MeterPod™ Launched

A fantastic response to the
launch of MeterPod™ the
revolutionary smart modem from
Pilot Systems at the ESTA AM&T
event in February. This selfinstall unit meets energy
suppliers obligations for a smart
meter at the fraction of the cost
of replacement. The MeterPod™
in conjunction with existing digital
meters brings fiscal register and
half-hourly data to the customer,
independently from the energy
supplier if they wish, and much
needed for CRC.

Getting up to five months historic
data already stored in the meter
on Day 1 has been a great plus.

This combined with the attractive
cost compared to meter
replacement, and the
environmental issues associated
with discarding a meter that still
has many years of useful life in it
have secured the future for the
MeterPod™ in the UK electricity
industry.

Battery power allows the unit to
be installed easily without
shutting the power to the site
down. And use of the renowned
CHIRPS™ software through
GSM sets the path for a thin and
uncluttered communications
model into the future for smart
metering.
New Chairman for ESTA MMG

metering business and supply
industry.” Orchard’s main
objectives in ESTA (the Energy
Services and Technology
Association) will be achieving a
good metering and monitoring
market, starting from the UK. A
good working market will serve
consumers, businesses, public
sector bodies and governments
better in reducing carbon and
energy cost, and will encourage
energy suppliers to become more
innovative. This will in turn make
full use of the resources
available, particularly those from
ESTA members. Orchard will be
promoting business-to-business,
accessible standards, full
consideration for members’
individual commercial positions,
and smaller as well as larger
players being heard at
government and increasingly
European level. He hopes to
involve as many members to
take an active part in this.
See the MeterPod™ at
Sustainability Live
Pilot Systems will be
demonstrating the MeterPod™
again at their Stand R5 at Nemex
(Sustainability Live) at the NEC in
th
st
Birmingham on 20 , 21 and
22nd April. We welcome you to
share in this revolutionary
technology.

Pilot Systems Managing Director,
Nigel Orchard has been elected
the new chairman of the ESTA
Meter and Monitoring group to
succeed Paul Martin from Team.
“It’s an honour and privilege to
take on this role, and I look
forward to working closer with
many of the experts in the
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